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mormon bibliography 1986
scott H duvall
ARTS AND

literature

1830 1940 provo college of fine arts and communications
cat ions brigham young university 1985
anderson glenn millennium file bountiful utah horizon publishers 1986
andrus R blain death and resurrection of a cat brigham young university
studies 26 winter 1986 72
asplund thomas looking at a utah road map BYU studies 26 winter
1986 30
seasoning dialogue A journal of mormon thought 19 fall 1986

the american image

124 25

bagley pat treasures of half truths salt lake city signature books 1986
Stellarian bountiful utah horizon publishers 1986
bailey alice morrey stellarian
baker virginia E chiefs BYU studies 25 fall 1985 76
hamlet at cairo BYU studies 26 fall 1986 122
barber phyllis windows sunstone 10 no 11 1986 24 29
Time flagstaff northland press 1986
nightfall
lightfall
bennett cynthia Light
fall and time
bezzant john mark the design of a temple for the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints masters thesis university of utah 1985
bullinger cara forbidden glass BYU studies 26 fall 1986 96
prophet BYU studies 25 fall 1985 42
burke dan E utah art odthe
of the depression an exhibition curatedfrom the utah
ofthe
state fine art collection salt lake city utah arts council 1986
elight salt lake city randall book 1986
stagelight
caldwell kathryn smoot Stag
name and blessing BYU
newnameandblessmg
clark dennis new
studies 26 summer 1986 110
5yisws26
oark
dark
dahl lois
lols gardner my childhood home BYU studies 25 summer 1985
lots
104

dalton

lee when the brave ones cried

bountiful utah horizon publishers

1986

douglas colin wedding songs 10 no 10 1986 11
Jar oldeen the chaldean star A novel salt lake city deseret book
haroldeen
edwards jaroldeen

co

1986

ellsworth elaine blossoms in the snow bountiful utah horizon publishers
1985

evans kathy for the bishops wife dialogue 19 summer 1986 172
freeman john P march BYU studies 26 winter 1986 64
my great aunts cemetery BYU studies 26 summer 1986 62
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56

goodman karl walk the edge of panic bountiful utah horizon publishers
1985

hales corrine underground boise assanta
ahsanta press 1986
hanna kathleen J echoes of eternity A novel bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1985

harper leslie vernet ed the secret conan doyle correspondence provo
hascom publishers 1986
harris john sterling reversion BYU studies 25 summer 1985 66
hart edward L ode to isis BYU studies 26 fall 1986 106
writing the most hazardous craft BYU studies 26 summer 1986
81 84

hicks michael joseph smith sr dreams of his namesake dialogue 19
spring 1986 105
rebaptism A manual dialogue 19 spring 1986 40
howard quentin perceptions in photography salt lake city paragon press
1986

hughes dean brothers salt lake city deseret book co 1986
jacobs katherine A healing season salt lake city wordspinner
Word spinner press 1986
jennings melinda one careless moment A novel salt lake city bookcraft
1986

jones helen walker

grandmother envisions her own death dialogue

fall 1986 127
jorgensen bruce W thinking of the end in fire
1985

BYU

19

studies 25 winter

6

kimball spencer W berlin BYU studies 25 winter 1985 54 56
king arthur henry entitlement BYU studies 25 fall 1985 48
isis egypt bound BYU studies 26 fall 1986 66
nature and the bourgeois poet BYU studies 26 summer 1986 80
president kimball at mestre BYU studies 25 fall 1985 160
auy
1985 176
amr
300 amy
larsen lance E 5 november 1985
1985300
larsenlancee
AM BYU studies 25 fall 1985176
larson clinton F alpha and omega at the end BYU studies 26 summer
1986

109

the egyptian poems BYU studies 26 fall 1986 21 52
8 5 58
YU studies 25 fall 19
1985
the prophet BBYU
the unified field BYU studies 26 summer 1986 108
waiting for a soldier 1917 BYU studies 26 winter 1986 130
Wordspinner press 1986
lindsey betina sea dream salt lake city wordspinner
lBook
over mexico saltlakecity
salt
sait lake city randallbook
randall
Randal book
mccloud susan evans blackstars
blace
black stars overmexico
1985

first love last love salt lake city bookcraft 1986
meyer alan god of our fathers dialogue 19 fall 1986 129 33
morris carroll hofeling the bonsai salt lake city deseret book co 1986
moss robert H the covenant coat bountiful utah horizon publishers
1985

the waters of mormon

A

novel of alma the elder bountiful utah

horizon publishers 1986
munk margaret rampton so far salt lake city st marys press 1986
nelson lee storm testament V mapleton utah council press 1986
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new friends dialogue 19 spring 1986 133
41
1331
newman marsha the lightning and the storm A novel salt lake city
wellspring publishing 1986
ottesen carol dark
clark winter burial dialogue 19 fall 1986 126
oark
passey kristopher enter ye into my rest dialogue 19 fall 1986 57
pearson carol lynn good
gandam house 1986
bye 1I love you new york randam
goodbye
peterson levi S the backslider salt lake city signature books 1986
Sun
swath sunstone 10 no 12 1986 13 22
sunswath
prescott anne worthington songs of sonia libretto of oratorio inspired by
sonia johnsons excommunication from the LDS church journal of
women and religion 1 winter 1984 51 57
randle kristen D the morning comes singing salt lake city bookcraft
1986

reading lucile E shining moments stories for latter day saint children
salt lake city deseret book co 1986
sharp loretta M sonnet for spring dialogue 19 spring 1986 76
walking provo canyon BYU studies 26 winter 1986 38
wintering BYU studies 25 summer 1985 54
sillitoe linda mornings dialogue 19 spring 1986 142 60
stark helen candland grains of life fragments of a sonnet cycle dialogue
19 spring 1986

182 83

stegner wallace the power of homely detail work of L stewart
american heritage 36 august september 1985 62 69
stewart gary the Zarah
emla vision new york st martins press 1986
zarahemla
np 1986
Veh unin dandelion bouquet ap
sudbury leeann vehunin
behunin
taylor sally T As he has spoken BYU studies 25 fall 1985 146
the mark of the lamb BYU studies 25 fall 1985 18
the miracles that didnt come BYU studies 26 summer 1986 48
thomas james ed walking through walls poems from the point of the
mountain salt lake city utah arts council 1980
walker jim alberta wheat pool BYU studies 26 winter 1986 122
weyland jack lastofthe
last of the big time spenders salt lake city deseret book co
1986

wilcox S michael one winged dove salt lake city randall book 1986
winterton bonnie jean moesser A study of the choral program university
of utah music department phd diss university of utah 1986
wunderli steve martys world salt lake city bookcraft 1986
yates alma J horse thieves salt lake city deseret book co 1986
yorgason blaine M the thanksgiving promise new york tom dougherty
associates 1986
yorgason blaine M and brenton G yorgason becoming salt lake city
deseret book co 1986
seven daysjor
days for
tor ruby salt lake city deseret book co 1986
yorgason blaine M and tami B yorgason BFPSTK and the smile song
orem utah Windwalker
windwalker press 1986
yorgason brenton G and margaret yorgason family knights salt lake city
bookcraft 1986
young margaret fox miguel aju
aau dialogue 19 summer 1986 156 71
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biographical AND FAMILY HISTORY
adabelle cherry marshall on the ellison white chautauqua circuit
nebraska history 66 summer 1985 164 83
adams effie W tiller of the earth william wadley his life and family
pleasant grove utah P G printers 1986
adler jacob and robert M kamins the fantastic life of walter murray
gibson hawaiis minister of everything
ofeverything honolulu university of hawaii

press 1986
home dialogue 19 fall 1986 109 13
alder elaine reiser the nursing homedialogue
alexander jon comp american personal religious accounts 1600 1980
new york mellen press 1983
arms cephas the long road to california the journal of cephas arms
supplemented with letters by traveling companions in 1849 mount
pleasant mich private press of john cumming 1986
arrington leonard J ed the presidents of the church biographical essays

salt lake city deseret book co 1986
bangerter william grant elder james E faust sharing his love for the
lord ensign 16 october 1986 6 11
bassett doug kisses at the window salt lake city hawkes publishing
1986

behind every good man
this people 7 may 1986 30 33
bennett richard E mormon renegade james emmett at the vermillion
1846 south dakota history 15 fall 1985 217 33
benson reed amussen ezra tapp
taaftfft benson patriarch prophet statesman A
taft
bibliography provo privately printed 1986
brookhyser ann george sutherland utahs man on the US supreme court
beehive history 12 1986 13 15
brunvand judith frederic albert hale architect utah historical quarterly
54 winter 1986 5 30
burnett M dallas david M kennedy ambassador for the kingdom ensign
16 june 1986 42 45
bushman richard L my belief BYU studies 25 spring 1985 23 30
campbell roald fay L D wilson mormon polygamist and idaho pioneer
A biography salt lake city R F campbell 1986
cannon george quayle life of joseph smith the prophet salt lake city
deseret book co 1986
clifford jayne burt dennis and marti lythgoe share and share alike
this people 7 may 1986 34 36 38 39
clifford rod T lee burnham teen aid this people 7 august september
1986

26 30

copier robert self made millionaires james sorenson A win win
situation utah holiday 15 march 1986 54 57
cowan robert G foibles fun flukes facts of life in world war 1I1I
san francisco oakland and france los angeles glendale calif arthur
H oark
clark co 1985
dark
cummings richard J out of the crucible the testimony of a liberal
dialogue 19 summer 1986 119 26
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dew sheri L A mission of the heart president ezra taft and flora benson
this people 7 december 1986 january 1987 30 42
wantage
agh
wantagh
dewey richard lloyd porter rockwell the definitive biography Want
NY paramount books 1986
died richard P condie obituary time 127 6 january 1986 101
dunn loren C elder L tom perry serving with enthusiasm ensign 16
august 1986 16 21
england breck elder marvin J ashton friend to prisoners and prophets
ensign 16 july 1986 6 11
esplin marti dickey mary ann dialogue 19 fall 1986 103 8
ezra taft benson A faithful servant new era 16 january 1986 4 7
fathers of champions this people 7 june july 1986 32 39
ford selma harold henry harrison snake river echoes 15 winter 1986
84 85
former Y president howard mcdonald dies BYU today 40 december
1986 13
yourmove
move dr tucker ap
np fugue 8
fugate martha T and florence T davis your
publications 1986
gardner marvin K president marion G romney president of the quorum of
the twelve apostles ensign 16 april 1986 14 19
gibbons francis M david 0 mckay apostle to the world prophet of god
salt lake city deseret book co 1986
goates L brent harold B lee prophet and seer salt lake city bookcraft
1985
goss peter L william allen
ailen architect builder and his contribution to the
alien
built environment of davis county utah historical quarterly 54 winter
1996 52 73
1986
goss peter L and A scott howe register of the papers ogdon
of don carlos young
jr 1882 1960 salt lake city special collections university of utah
libraries 1986
gowans fred R in memoriam eugene E campbell 1915 86 utah
historical quarterly 54 summer 1986 286 87
B joseph smith the prophet fireside and devotional
speeches 1985 86 2 march 1986 94 100
hale val by golly wally this people 7 october 1986 24 32

haight david

sam battistone and larry miller play it again
larry this people
7 november 1986 20 29
hanson hortense grover T bennett veteran snake river echoes 15
autumn 1986 62 63
hartley william G they are my friends A history of the joseph knight
family 1825 1850 provo grandin book co 1986
haueter ray early law enforcement lot smith outlaw or lawman
which utah peace officer 62 pt 1 winter 1985 1986 8 11
early law enforcement lot smith outlaw or lawman which
1086 14 17
utah peace officer 62 pt 2 spring 1986
holland jeffrey R president thomas S monson man of action man of
ensign 16 february 1986
faith always on the lords errand
10 17
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hopkins jerry fax to da max the hawaiian book of lists honolulu bess
press 1986
amant series 1 no 3
howard saralee R james jesse strang great lakes in
lao rmant
iao
ifo
informant
ap
np nd 1 4
in memoriam elder 0 leslie stone new era 16 july 1986 44
np 1986
isaacson eddie 1I autobiography of eddie 1II1 isaacson ap
jolley joann joe J christensen BMOC this people 7 june july 1986
46 53
karren keith J all the way home salt lake city bookcraft 1986
kimball spencer woolley obituary current biography 47 january 1986
61

cormons are christians too A
kingsland don and brennan kingsland mormons
father speaks to his children about his church big bear city calif
platen publications 1986
Pathfinders the 1765 diaries of juan maria
leiby austin nelson borderland pathfinders
antonio de rivera phd diss northern arizona university 1985
socio economic inquiry
leonard glen M william aliens
allens clients A socioeconomic
utah historical quarterly 54 winter 1986 74 87
an enduring legacy 9 1986 185 223
levi jackman lyman curtis aw
lubeck kathleen barbara winder quiet strength this people 7 august
september 1986 56 61
colleen bangerter the girl next door this people 7 may 1986
26 29

elder M russell ballard true to the faith

ensign

16

march 1986

6 11

governor norman bangerter the guy next door this people 7
may 1986 20 25
mcdonald myrtle no regrets the life of carl A carlquist encino calif
privately printed 1979
mclean herbert E haute chocolate D taylor davenport this people 7
december 1986 january 1987 46 50
warner books 1986
mcmahon jim mcmahon new york wamer
madsen brigham D chiefpocatello
chief pocatello the white plume salt lake city
university of utah press 1986
malan jayne B janie thompson ensign 16 march 1986 32 36
matheson scott M and james edwin kee out of balance layton utah
gibbs M smith 1986
maxwell neal A A choice seer ensign 16 august 1986 6 15
A choice seer fireside and devotional speeches 30 march 1986
113 21
meltongordon
melton J gordon

biographical dictionary ofamerican
of american cult and sect leaders
new york garland publishing 1986
mitchell J the personal histories of J harold mitchell and gertrude S
ville utah art city publishing co 1985
mitchell Spring
springville
morris larry and tad henderson whether report the farm crisis
this people 7 august september 1986 40 45
munk margaret rampton service under stress two years as a relief society
president dialogue 19 summer 1986 127
45
1275
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warnick murph salt lake city bookcraft
murphy dale brad rock and lee wamick
1986

newbold gail andersen

leola merrill her finest role this people

april 1986 46 50
mark willes the champion of breakfast
amark
imark
1986

this people

7

7

october

34 39

np privately printed 1986
it like it was ap
nielsen durrell quig they tell
tellitlike
oops this people 7 april 1986 28 35
openshaw dale D openshaw progeny spring from english convert
handcart survivor pioneer 33 january february 1986 7 10
osborne steve the pharaoh and the professor C wilfred griggs
this people 7 february march 1986 30 38
packer boyd K president gordon B hinckley first counselor ensign 16
february 1986 2 9
pedersen cherie taylor cheri loveless right at home this people 7 june
july 1986 24 31
petersen
ezra taft benson ensign
presidentezrataftbenson
petersenmarke
1986 2 13
16
January 19862
16january
nan
marke president
n5n
petersen wanda S sarah bedford charlottes
Char
charlottea
lottes daughter provo community

press 1986
poelman ronald E elder david B haight joy in lifting others ensign 16
september 1986 10 15
poole kit malan and linda jackson an american in gulangyu
Gulan gyu this people

april 1986 68 73
richard P condie obituary variety 321 8 january 1986 247
robinson doug danny ainge whats all the hoopla this people 7 april
7

1986

12 19

rothman norman so how come a nice jewish boy became a mormon
santa ana calif parca
barca publishing 1986
man of the world this people 7 may 198646
roy D spencer palmer manofthewotldvthispeople7
1986 46 53
ruess A vagabondfor
jot beauty salt lake city gibbs M
everettruessa
vagabond jor
rusho W L everett
for
smith 1983
salamander murder case
time 127 17 february 1986 3 11
casetime
en sign
searle donl
eider
elder boyd K packer disciple of the master teacher ensign
don L elderboydk
16 june 1986 8 13
elder joseph B wirthlin finding happiness serving the lord ensign
16 december 1986 8 13
president howard W hunter acting president of the quorum of the
twelve apostles ensign 16 april 1986 20 25
searle marie eugenia chapman and jill major
and they do windows
this people 7 november 1986 52 57
sharp william H ajax store william ajax pioneer 33 september
october 1986 14 15
shelton ken bruce christensen worth watching this people 7 june july
1986

20 23

his excellency stephen R covey

this people

7

december 1986

january 1987 20 26
media shapers A changing of the guard arch madsen rodney brady
and jack adamson this people 7 april 1986 52 58
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Christen sens world tour
A utahn abroad parley P christensens
1921 23 utah historical quarterly 54 winter 1986 345 57
smith henry A matthew cowley man of faith salt lake city bookcraft
1986

sillito john R

smith jesse robinson thomas robinson cutler salt lake city signature
books 1985
thomas robinson cutler pioneer sugarman churchman salt lake
city eden hill 1985
Wayfinder press 1986
smith P david ouray chiefofthe
chief of the utes ouray colo wayfinder
snow EdwardH
1986 2 7
edward H my experience in politics beehive history 12
snowedwardh
1219862
snow edwina jo william chandless british overlander
Overdander
oved
iander mormon
observer amazon explorer utah historical quarterly 54 spring 1986
116 36

Carlfred broderick dr love this people 7
sowby laurie williams earlfred
carlfred
february march 1986 50 53 58
stephens doug R quiet power A history of james grey willie masters
thesis utah state university 1985
stolworthy maleen lovera lufkin stolworthy snake river echoes 15
autumn 1986 50 54
stott G st john john taylors religious preparation dialogue 19 spring
1986

123 28

swinton heidi and thats the way it was leonard arrington this people
7 november 1986 30 38
judd A clint coombs andjames
turner judda
people
and james christensen bank on wthis
itthispeople
7 may 1986 40 45
48
ed eyestone on track this people 7 february march 1986 42
4248
van atta dale james C fletcher star man this people 7 august
september 1986 32 39
van orden bruce A george reynolds loyal friend of the book of mormon
ensign 16 august 1986 48 5 11
george reynolds secretary sacrificial lamb and seventy phd diss
brigham young university 1986
van wagoner richard S sarah M pratt the shaping of an apostate
dialogue 19 summer 1986 69 99
ward maurine patty cannon brave new world this people 7 april 1986
38 45
waterstradt jean anne ed they gladly taught provo brigham young
university and the emeritus club 1986
watson charles W john willard young and the 1887 movement for utah
statehood phd diss brigham young university 1984
welch john W B H roberts seeker after truth ensign 16 march 1986
56 622
willis bertram T porter rockwell story told by descendant pioneer 33
may june 1986 11
wilson charles alma bloody tracks on the mountain where the wild winds
blow rapid city fenske printing 1985
wilson william A in memoriam austin E fife 1909 86 utah historical
quarterly 54 summer 1986 288 90

athis
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woodruff wilford wlford
of the church ofjesus
of jesus
wilford
ofthe
wiford woodruff fourth president odthe
of his life and labors as recorded in
of latter day saints history ofhis
christ oflatter
ochis
his daily journals edited by matthias F cowley salt lake city
bookcraft 1986

bibliography
1985 BYU studies 26 spring 1986
H mormon bibliography 19s5byu
duvall scott
scotch
scotth

57 88

stevennL
L the latter day saint churches an annotated bibliography
shields Steve
new york garland publishing 1986
stathis stephen W A selected bibliography of recent books dialogue 19

fall 1986

161 71

contemporary
aggressive fighter ACLU chief in utah makes liberal waves in sea of
conservatism wall street journal 10 december 1986
Manage mentor
albrecht W steve money wise money managementor
managementfor
Management
for latter day saints
salt lake city deseret book co 1983
alston jon P A response to bahr and forste BYU studies 26 winter 1986
123 26

amprey
apprey maurice family religion and separation the effort to separate in
the analysis of a pubertal adolescent boy journal of psychoanalytic
anthropology 4 spring 1981 137 55
ayre J randolph dont tell me its another boy salt lake city hawkes
publishing 1985
bahr howard M and renata tonks forste reply to alston BYU studies 26
winter 1986 127 29
toward a social science of contemporary mormondom BYU studies
26

winter 1986 73

121

westways
ways 78
Trip
tik on the loose in utah West
baker christopher P bicycle triptik
triatik
july 1986 30 35
baker margaret P some functions of mormon in group language in
creating and maintaining ethnic boundaries phd diss arizona state
university 1986
bramhill
Bam hill J herschel civil rights in utah the mormon way journal of the
barnhill
bamhill
west 25 october 1986 21 27
behle william H ella D sorensen and clayton M white utah birds A
revised checklist salt lake city utah museum of natural history
university of utah 1985
bennion lowell L serving or converting A panel to serve then teach
dialogue 19 fall 1986 51 53
bluhm harry P david C spendlove and dee wayne west depression in
mormon women dialogue 19 summer 1986 150 55
briem robert M relationship between locus of control health belief
attitudes and gastrointestinal diseases among missionaries in chile
edd diss university of utah 1984
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64

brinkerhoff merlin B and marlene M mackie the applicability of social
distance for religious research an exploration review of religious
research 28 december 1986 151 67
fred undercover one flesh one heart this people 7
broderick earlfred
Carl
carlfred
february march 1986 52 57
brown victor L jr healing problems of intimacy by clients use of gospel
BYU studies 26 winter 19865
1986 5 29
based values and role definitions byustudies
response to malony BYU studies 26 winter 1986 37
buchanan F S mormon response to secular education religious education

fall 1986 643 54
BYU in zion trouble for a mormon center time 127 20 january 1986
81

73

callister J P et al profiling family preservation efforts in utah children
today 15 november december 1986 23 25
mormans interview with A shupe
monnons
carey joseph A time of turmoil for mormons
US news & world report 100 28 april 1986 74
carlson judy rowley teachers perceptions of the competency of female
versus male elementary school principals edd diss brigham young
university 1986
camac pierre les
julfs en amerique ancienne
lesjuifs
anci enne monaco editions du rocher
alcienne
1983

II vol 1I july 1974 to vol 1I111I fall 1984
carpenter jane index to exponent 11
provo harold B lee library 1984
charney
chamey linda ann religious conversion A longitudinal study
phd diss university of utah 1986
checketts paul conrad perceived in service needs of religion teachers and
administrators of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints edd
diss brigham young university 1984
cheong keywon michael B toney and william F stinner school performance of migrant and native youth in nonmetropolitan areas of utah
logan utah state university 1986
cormons
Mormons and jews midstream 32 1986 8 11
christensen bryce J mormons
christensen joe J an open line this people 7 june july 54 55
christiansen peter utah pioneer party sunset 177 september 1986 180
182 83

clark
lols how to avoid getting ripped off essential but hard to
lots
oark carol lois
dark
find consumer facts for women salt lake city shadow mountain
1985

clayton james L on the different world of utah the mormon church
vital speeches of the day 52 1 january 1986 186 92
clegg reed L friends of west africa an opportunity for service dialogue
19 spring 1986 94 104
conant jennet with george raine and anne wilson the mormon mystery
Hof
mark hofmanns
hoffmanns
manns bombings and forgeries newsweek 106 28 october
44
cornwall marie stan L albrecht perry H cunningham and brian L pitcher
the dimensions of religiosity A conceptual model with an empirical
test review of religious research 27 march 1986 226 44
1985
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crampton C gregory canyon plateau and desert layton utah peregrine
smith books nd
adaptability and value
crankshaw robert newton family cohesion family adaptablity
consensus as perceived by church attending and non attending parents
phd diss florida state university 1986
nc 8 january 1986 23 24
critser greg salt lake city utah inc
davies J kenneth mormonism and the socioeconomic
socio economic order international journal of social economics 13 april 1986 64 79
day bartley E factors inhibiting information flow between brigham young
university and american indian students A case study edd diss
brigham young university 1985
dazevedo warren L handbook of north american indians washington
DC smithsonian institution 1986
dickey esther thanks for the memories this people 7 november 1986

413
joanne
41 43

mormon attitudes toward high risk pregnancy management
duke
birth control prenatal diagnosis and abortion masters thesis
university of utah nd
durrant
dun ant lynne hyatt A multicomponent approach to prevention of
dunant
adolescent substance abuse phd diss university of utah 1986
dyer william G and phillip R kunz successful mormon families AMCAP
journal 12 1986 73 87
mormons
monnons
among the mormans
Mon
Mor
mons
dialogue 19 summer 1986
eble kenneth E
nons
101 18

edwards patricia N 1I married a football coach salt
sait lake city randall
Randal lBook
book
randallbook
saltlake
1985

ekpe
ekie ekpeni factors which influence occupational preference of students
enrolled in common programs in selected utah area vocational centers
edd diss utah state university 1985
events and people cancellation christian century 103 26 february
1986

201

fisher albert L utah the LDS church and the floods of 1983 A case
Emerge nices and disasters 3
study international journal of mass emergenices
november 1985 53 74
foley mike hawaiian punch polynesian cultural center this people 7
october 1986 56 65
fotheringham steven craig the impact of LDS parent education on self
assessed parental attitudes phd diss university of arizona 1985
gillespie dair L richard S krannich and ann leffler the missing cell
amiability hostility and gender differentiation in rural community
social science journal 22 april 1985 17 30
gonzales abel T the liaison committee of the utah state board of education
and the utah state board of regents importance and effectiveness of
its work as perceived by school district superintendents and presidents
of postsecondary institutions phd diss brigham young university
1985

goodfellow william S utah symphony mormon tabernacle choir copland
tribute high fidelity 36 march 1986 16 17
tributehigh
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66

goodman kristen L and tim B heaton LDS church members in the
US and canada A demographic profile AMCAP journal 12 1986
88 107

gottlieb bob and peter wiley new right ideology develops cracks in utah
bedrock wall street journal 18 march 1986
the search for mormon influence utah holiday 15 august 1986 28

303290

two steps forward one step back at BYU utah holiday

1986

15

january

16 18

gregersen juel D A response to what has happened to sugar and spice by
agnes M plenk AMCAP journal 12 1986 63 72
gwinn W douglas jr and bill hall about mormon doctrine christianity
today 30 17 october 1986 9
halladay ann A computerized interview selection sign up system at the
brigham young university placement center student reaction phd
diss brigham young university 1985
harvey john PF an introductory world survey of popular church and
synagogue libraries international library review 18 october 1986
347 72

crossword puzzles salt lake city RIC publishing 1981
heaton alma gospel crosswordpuzzles
heaton tim B how does religion influence fertility the case of
mormons
journal
cormons
Mor
mons journalfor
jor
Journ
for the scientific study of religion 25 june 1986
alfor
248 58

hewett david Is the white salamander letter a fake many dont think so
maine antique digest april 1986 10 13
the mark hofmann story maine antique digest june 1986 26 3 11
the mark hofmann story part two maine antique digest july
1986

1

8

update on the mark hofmann case maine antique digest november
1986

9

when collecting gets dangerous
1985

maine antique digest december

27

hexham irving and karla poewe understanding cults and new religions
grand rapids william B eerdmans publishing co 1986
monnon image part four from disdain to distinction
hiatt duane E the mormon
this people 7 october 1986 66 7 11
hicks michael the beautiful and the darned sunstone 10 no 10 1986
12 17

susan
tim
ardington
arrington the mayo clinic life on the cutting edge mim
this people
hill susanarrington
Susa nArrington
7 october 1986 72 81
much Is going on in
history coming to life new shops restaurants
salt lake citys
cites westside sunset 176 march 1986 46 50
hoffman to stand trial in salt lake autograph collectors magazine I1 july
august 1986 11
hospitalized ezra taft benson time 127 20 january 1986 76
inglefield eric cities ofamerica
of america new york greenwich house 1984
monnon campus approved christianity today 30 Q3 october 1986
israel mormon
38
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jacobsen lynn madera A directory of foundations in utah salt lake city
university of utah 1985
jorde L B and P Durbize
durbize opportunity for natural selection in the utah
mormons
cormons
Mormons human biology 58 february 1986 97 114
kearl J R and clayne pope wealth mobility the missing element
journal of interdisciplinary history 13 1983 461 88
mormons
Mormons facts versus fiction sandy utah mormon
keller roger R the cormons
miscellaneous 1986
pry or
np pryor
reformed christians and mormon christians lets talk ap
pettengill 1986
kelsey michael R hiking utahs san rafael swell springville
Spring ville utah kelsey
publishing co 1986
keown D what utah children believe humanist 46 july august 1986
21 26

larsen paul the media and the bombings utah holiday

489

15

january 1986

48 49

arrington responds question and answer
leonard arlington
this people 7
november 1986 38 39
leone mark P mormon peculiarity recapitulation of subordination
chap 5 in persistent peoples cultural enclaves in perspective tuscon
university of arizona press 1981
lindsey robert major church holdings new york times magazine 135
january 1986 38
mormons
Mormons growth prosperity and controversy new york times
the cormons
magazine 12 january 1986 18 23
lucas A E ozark almanac independence mo herald house 1986
mcbee susanna the flowering of religious dissent US news & world
report 101 8 september 1986 63 64
mcclenahan owen utahs scenic san rafael castle dale utah privately
printed 1986
malony H newton facilitating intimacy the process and the product
a response to victor L brown jr BYU studies 26 winter 1986
12

31 36

mansions along salt

lakes south temple street

sunset 177 july 1986

4

marcos anastasios C causal models of adolescent drug use in arizona and
utah phd diss brigham young university 1985
BYU
markova ivana comment on C terry warners what we are
studies 26 winter 1986 65 68
myrna its a beautiful day in the neighborhood this people 7
marler myma
october 1986 50 55
martin thomas K tim B heaton and stephen J bahr eds utah in
demographic perspective regional and national contrasts salt lake
city signature books 1986
martin walter ralston the kingdom odthe
ofthe
of the cults minneapolis bethany house
publishers 1985
frangois les mormons
cormons et la polygamia
mayer jean francois
Poly
polygamie
gamie fribourg switzerland
nomes 1986
les trois nornes
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mealey linda jeanne the relationship between cultural success and
biological success A sociobiological analysis of marriage and fertility
patterns in nineteenth century mormon utah phd diss university of
texas at austin 1984
melton J gordon encyclopedic handbook of cults in america new york
garland Pub
publishing
lishin 1986
menendez albert J pu
fundamentalist schools viewing the world through a
narrow lens church and state 39 september 1986 20
righter than thou robertson religious right challenge GOP
regulars for republication power church and state 39 july august
1986

12 14

moench louis A perceptions of life sunstone 10 no 12 1986 30 38
mooney B kathleen hardin utilization of unproven methods of cancer
treatment an investigation of prevalence and relevant factors
phd diss
Regi mens utah
quackery adherence to medical regimens
regimes
university of utah 1986
mormon activist skousen works with moon fronts church and state 39
may 1986 17
monnon studies times higher education
morris benny holy row over mormon
supplement 688 10 january 1986 8
mower richard king overcoming depression salt lake city deseret book

co

1986

newbold gail andersen BYU division of continuing education class act
this people 7 august september 1986 48 55
newell L jackson an echo from the foothills to marshal the forces of
reason dialogue 19 spring 1986 26 34
new genealogical library opens in salt lake city american libraries 17
fall 1986 106
no proselytizing christian century 103 5 march 1986 234
northup jean remarriage and all those kids salt lake city randall book
1986

old fashioned holidays at salt lakes wheeler farm
fann december 26 through

sunset 177 december 1986 5
peck elbert eugene my burden Is light
3 1L

sunstone 10 no 12 1986

4 5

plenk agnes M what has happened to sugar and spice our responsibilities
in a changing society AMCAP journal 12 no 1I 1986 53 62
polls apart mass voters reject cardinal laws advice but parochiaid
advances in south dakota utah church and state 39 december 1986
7 8

potter royston an Offend
por
not a word the polygamy case of Royston potter
eror
offenderfor
offenderor
for
Offender
vs murray city et al salt lake city pioneer press 1986
powell ted F the miracle of microfilm the foundation of the largest
genealogical record collection in the world Micro
microform
form review 14
summer 1985 148 56
presley sharon joanne weaver and bradford weaver traditional and nontraditional mormon women political attitudes and socialization
women and politics 5 winter 1985 86 51 78
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price beggerly patricia dont fence me in chap 9 of modern material
culture the archaeology of Us new york academic press 1981
punch linda struggling religious hospitals are searching for ways tokeep
to keep
the faith
care 13 june 1983 72 76
modern Health
healthcare
cormons
Mor mons on wall street taking stock this people
quinn cydney peterson mormons
7 february march 1986 12 19
rebounding this people 7 november 1986 58 67
rendell kenneth W the mormon bombing forgery and fraud case
rendell review no 3 1986 1 2
rhodes A lewis religion and opposition to abortion reconsidered
review of religious research 27 december 1985 158 68
richardson james T consumer protection and deviant religion A case
religious research 28 december 1986 168 79
study review of ofreligious
roberts allen
ailen and fred esplin when the dealings done bombs and historialien
Bomb shells utah holiday 15 january 1986 42 43 44 50 52 58
cal bombshells
rose franklin F A comparison of LDS and non LDS responses to MMPI
items phd diss brigham young university 1986
rueckert phyllis ann ford paradigm shifts in ethnic religious adults
comans university 1986
phd diss texas womans
monnon RLDS dialogue saints herald
russell william dean the new mormon
133 february 1986 15 16
A salamander murder case time 127 17 february 1986 311
sait lake city boasts a new recreational park sunset 177 october 1986
salt
saltlake
5 6
schlender brenton R colorado city arizona has five first ladies but just
one mayor law enforcers see no evil as town of polygamists acts to
legitimize itself wall street journal 6 january 1986
schuman katharina luisa life events social support and breast cancer in
utah women phd diss university of washington 1985
shipps jan the salamander and the saints salt lake city bombings related
to mormon documents
christian century 102 13 november 1985
1020 21

shoumatoff alex the mountain of names A history of the human family
new york simon and schuster 1985
sectas invaden
invaded la argentina buenos aires editorial
silletta alfredo las sechas
contrapunto 1986
of death utah holiday 15 september 1986
sillitoe linda documents ofdeath
70 72 73 76 78 80
52 54 68
6870
the mormon documents day in court sunstone 10 no 12 1986
23 29

smith gary

A season for spreading the faith BYU future football stars
are on mormon missions sports illustrated 63 4 september 1985
84 110
smoot L douglas whats burning at BYU the role of combustion and our
work to understand it BYU studies 26 summer 1986 85 107
solis cohen lita and samuel pennington scout or scoundrel has mark
soliscohen
hofmann found the earliest american printing maine antique digest
december 1985 26

itbyu
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sorenson john L book of mormon in vol 7 of encyclopedia USA gulf
breeze fla academic international press 1986
spencer james R have you witnessed to a mormon lately old tappan NJ
fleming H revell co 1986
stark rodney ed religious movements genesis exodus and numbers
new york paragon house publishers 1985
summer of theater at salt lakes promised valley playhouse sunset 177

at
3t

august 1986 3 4
supreme court accepts mormon jobs cases church and state 39 december
1986

3

swinton heidi living with the myth todays LDS woman this people
7 november 1986 46 50
and theyre all yours this people 7 june july 1986 40 45
to ogden with your children for a nature outing sunset 177 august 1986
5 6
trimble stephen ed blessed by light visions
of the colorado plateau layton
visionsofthe
utah peregrine smith books 1986
troeh richard M divisions of the house dialogue 19 fall 1986 59 83
tucker ruth A foreign missionaries with a false message worldwide
expansion of contemporary religious cults
evangelical missions
quarterly 20 october 1984 326 42
nonorthodox sects report global membership gains christianity
today 30 13 june 1986 48 5 11
ultimate ephemera the earliest american printed document Fre
emans
freemanb
freemans
maine antique digest june 1985 7
oath
utah department of health utahs families salt lake city utah department
of health 1986
van horm
homm
freacher self concept
horn kathleen L the effect of the utah pupilteacher
Pupil Teacher
hom
pupilfreacher
program on the invitational verbal behavior of secondary teachers
edd diss utah state university 1985
ward brent D ethics in business shades of gray this people 7 april
1986 23 26
wamer C terry
warner
69 71

response to markova

BYU studies 26

winter 1986

what we are BYU studies 26 winter 1986 39 63
warren steve drat mythed
mothed again second thoughts on utah west valley
city utah altair publishing 1986
watzman herbert M israeli cabinet agrees to investigation of brigham
youngs jerusalem center chronicle of
ofhigher
higher education 31 8 january
1986

33 35

israeli panel expected to rule this month on brigham young
universitys center in jerusalem chronicle of higher education 32
12 march 1986 42
weil S slogan vigil casts doubt over mormon campus times educational
supplement no 3631 31 january 1986 17
white 0 kendall jr A review and commentary on the prospects of a
mormon new christian right coalition review of ofreligious
mormonnew
religious research 28

december 1986
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whitman marjorie serving or converting A panel person to person
service dialogue 19 fall 1986 53 56
williams brooke utah ski country salt lake city utah geographic series
1986

williams thomas tayler incidence of child sexual abuse in rural utah
phd diss brigham young university 1985
woodworm
woodworth fred mormonville
Mormonville life in a theocracy american atheist A
journal of
atheist news and thought 28 december 1986 18 19
ofatheist
wynne camary
np gwyder
gayder
calary line upon line the keys of social success ap
publications 1986
gondolet
cepe A Mor
tablak nepe
Gondolat 1985
monok budapest gondolat
mormonok
aranytablak
zala tamas az Arany
Sout
southe
hestern
southestern
lands of southwestern
canyonlands
stern utah tuscon
zwinger A wind in the rock the Canyon
university of arizona press 1986
DOCTRINAL

allred garth L the eternal plan for the children of god st george utah
homestead publishers 1986
andersen todd G the gospels made whole one complete story of
jesus christ from the king james version joseph smith translation
book of mormon doctrine and covenants pearl of great price
teachings of the prophet joseph smith provo best books publishing
1986

assay carlos E et al the old testament and the latter day saints salt lake
city randall book 1986
axelgard frederick W 1 1I and 2 nephi an inspiring whole BYU studies 26
fall 1986 53 65
baer james L the third nephi disaster A geological view dialogue 19
spring 1986 129 32
np 1986
bailey H deloyd comp the standard works digest ap
barney kevin L the joseph smith translation and ancient texts of the
bible dialogue 19 fall 1986 85 102
on howard H mormon prophecies and their fulfillment salt lake city
barron
ban
banon
hawkes publishing 1986
benson ezra taft the book of mormon keystone of our religion ensign
16 november 1986 4 7
godly characteristics of the master ensign 16 november 1986

458

45 48

gods hand in our nations history pioneer 33 november december

1986

12 14

blue alfred A
1986

judas iscariot betrayer or betrayed

sunstone 10 no

11

15 17

Rafinesque the aalam
walam olum the book of
boewe charles A note on rafinesque
mormon and the mayan glyphs
glyphis numen international review for the
history of religions 32 july 1985 101 13
book ofmormon
of mormon critical text A tool
for scholarly reference vol 2 mosiah
toolfor
alma provo foundation for ancient research and mormon studies 1984
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brough R clayton and ethel M brough divine motherhood teachings
tOur mother in heaven and the eternal opportunities through
abom our
about
aboutour
abou
motherhood springville
Springville utah art city publishing 1985
brown bruce L the stick of joseph and the stick of judah fireside and
devotional speeches 1985 86 22 july 1986 172 79
and enjoy the scriptures salt lake city
burgess allan K how to understand andenjoy
deseret book co 1986
carver james A how do latter day saints support the doctrine of
melchizedek priesthood authority from the bible ensign 16 january
1986

54 56

clyde jerald R comp my gleanings of the gospel of jesus christe
christ A
np 1986
selection of scriptural quotations ap
collier fred C the nauvoo doctrine in light of book of mormon
prophecy the concept doctrine of the priesthood 3 pt 1I november
1986

1

55

the nauvoo doctrine

on priesthood in light of alma chapter 13
doctrine of the priesthood 3 december 1986 1 29
monnon zarahemla
crowell angela hebrew poetry in the book of mormon
Zarah emla record
nos 32 33 pt 1 1986 2 9
Zarah emla record no 34 pt 2
hebrew poetry in the book of mormon zarahemla
1986 7 12
crowther duane S doctrinal dimensions new perspectives on gospel
principles bountiful utah horizon publishers 1986
the prophecies of joseph smith bountiful utah horizon publishers
1983

dangerfield mark C
no

11

1986

do you teach

the orthodox religion

sunstone 10

18 23

rHad in mind sunstone
Autho
had
davis kira pratt what the author
authorhad

10 no 10 1986

7 10

doctrines of the gospel student manual religion 231 232 salt lake city
LDS church educational system 1986
Dum melow J R rev inspiration how to study the bible sandy utah
dummelow
mormon miscellaneous 1985
edwards F henry the edwards commentary on the doctrine and covenants
independence mo herald publishing house 1986
elliott david C america gods promised land for the gathering and
emla record nos 29 31 summer fall 1985
redemption of israel Zarah
zarahemla
winter 1986 14 17 22
england eugene why the church Is as true as the gospel sunstone 10
no 10 1986 30 36
cormons
Mormons an international publication on mormon life
exegesis for mormons
santa ana calif miguel mitchell 1986
garner
gamer david H the land of jesus ensign 16 pt I1 december 1986
35 43
glenn ronald E the life and times of noah orem utah mountain view
publishing 1985
griggs C wilfred ed apocryphal writings and the latter day saints provo
religious studies center brigham young university 1986
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monnon
hale van defining the mormon doctrine of deity sandy utah mormon
miscellaneous 1985
harrison grant von converting with the book of mormon A guide for
missionaries woods cross utah aaron publishing 1981
1981
missionaries need to know god woods cross utah publishers book
sales 1986
A commentary on the book ofmormon
hartshorn chris B
BA
of mormon independence mo
herald publishing house 1986
horton george A jr A prophet looks at exodus through deuteronomy
insights from the joseph smith translation ensign 16 february 1986
22 27
A prophet looks at genesis ensign 16 january 1986 38 42
crant
ook crann
craft
howick E keith the parables ofjesus
bookcraft
of jesus the messiah salt lake city B
1986
jackson kent P and robert L millett eds studies in scripture vol 5
the gospels salt lake city deseret book co 1986
jenkins loa T what we believe gospel teachings for young latter day
saints bountiful utah horizon publishers 1986
vernon alma alpha to omega from the beginning to the end
kimball vemon
salt lake city hawkes publishing 1985
kirkland boyd elohim and jehovah in mormonism and the bible dialogue
19 spring 1986 77 93
of gods mortals and devils sunstone 10 no 12 1986 6 12
kraut ogden the seventies salt lake city privately printed 1986
the three witnesses A response to the utah evangel salt lake city
privately printed 1986
lindgren A bruce sign or scripture approaches to the book of mormon
dialogue 19 spring 1986 69 75
lund gerald N understanding scriptural symbols ensign 16 october
1986 22 27
madsen truman G ed concordance ofdoctrinal
joseph smith
of doctrinal statements of ofjoseph
salt lake city IES publishing 1985
matthews robert J how we got the book of moses ensign 16 january
1986 43 499
maxwell neal A but for a small moment salt lake city bookcraft
1986
the new testament A matchless portrait of the savior ensign 16
december 1986 20 27
mehew randal king and karen mehew gospel basics busy book orem
utah randall publishers 1980
meservy keith four accounts of the creation ensign 16 january 1986
50 53
mesle C robert the restoration and history new testament christianity
dialogue 19 summer 1986 55 68
millet robert L joseph smith and the new testament ensign 16 december
1986 28 34
millet robert L and joseph fielding mcconkie the life beyond salt lake
city bookcraft 1986

439
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77
ze
nibley hugh the
collected words of hugh nibley vol 2 enoc
enoch the
prophet edited by stephen D ricks salt lake city deseret book co

1986
of hugh nibley vol
the collected words ofhugh

7

old testament and related

stories edited by john W welch gary P gillum and don E norton salt
lake city deseret book co and provo foundation for ancient research
and mormon studies 1986
1945 perspective dialogue 19 spring 1986 35 39
monnon restoration
northrup joseph A indian legends and the book of mormon
voice 49 september october 1986 24 25
ostler the throne theophany and prophetic commission in I1 nephi A
form critical analysis BYU studies 26 fall 1986 67 95
paul robert E joseph smith and the plurality of worlds idea dialogue 19
summer 1986 13 36
pearson glenn L the book of monnon
mormon as a witness of the old testament
ensign 16 june 1986 14 18
pearson glenn L and reid E bankhead building faith with the book of
mormon salt lake city bookcraft 1986
ricks stephen D the narrative call pattern in the prophetic commission of
byustudies
studies 26 fall 1986 97 105
enoch moses 6 BYU
robison pamela kaye alma independence mo herald publishing house
1985

russell william D

beyond literalism

dialogue

19

spring 1986

57 68

scharffs gilbert W the truth about the god makers salt lake city
publishers press 1986
monnon miscelscrapbook of mormon polemics nos 1I & 2 sandy utah mormon
1985
laneous
laneous1985
shields steven L latter day saint beliefs A comparison between the RLDS
church and the LDS church independence mo herald publishing
house 1986
simmons vemeil
demeil another look at the book of mormon ministry of christ
Zarah emla record nos 29 31 summer fall 1985 winter 1986 1 3
zarahemla
23

skousen royal through a glass darkly trying to understand the
scriptures BYU studies 26 fall 1986 3 20
smith delbert D translation of the book of mormon the use of the arim
urim and
Thummim restoration voice 47 may june 1986 5 8
thummim
smith richard pearson science A part of or apart from mormonism
dialogue 19 spring 1986 106 22
stark rodney ed religious movements genesis exodus and numbers
new york paragon house publishers 1985
stout R jan the spectrum of belief sunstone 10 no 10 1986 18 21
talbot wilburn D the acts of the modern apostles salt lake city randall
1985
book
book1985
taylor james S the gospel in spanish el evangelo en espanol
espanolaA glossary of
expressions tor
vocabulary and expressionsfor
for use in a latter day saint church setting
provo ap
np 1986
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Zarah emla
treat raymond C the book of mormon Is the key to the future zarahemla
record nos 29 31 summer fall 1985 winter 1986 4 5 24
turner rodney the blood of the lamb provo religious education brigham
young university 1986
tvedtnes john A the language of the book of mormon ensign

16

october

64 66
Nabonidus mistaken identities in the book of
nebuchadnezzar or nabonidus
daniel ensign 16 september 1986 54 57
solutions trom
vogel dan indian origins and the book ofmormon
of mormon religious solutionsfrom
from
columbus to joseph smith salt lake city signature books 1986
wirth diane E A challenge to the critics scholarly evidences of the book of
mormon bountiful utah horizon publishers 1986
1986

historical
historiography and the new mormon history A
historians perspective dialogue 19 fall 1986 25 49
american association for state and local history A historical guide to the
united states new york W W norton and co 1986
anderson john ryan american women and conservative religion in the
post war decades southern baptist and mormon womens magazines
postwar
1945 1975 phd diss washington state university 1986
Atchi sons letters and the causes of mormon
anderson richard lloyd atchisonn
atchisons
expulsion from missouri BYU studies 26 summer 1986 3 47
anderson william claude guide book to mormon history american fork
utah privately printed 11984
984
anderton douglas L urbanization secularization and birth spacing A case
study of an historical fertility transition sociological quarterly 27
61
march 1986 43 62
sanpete
pete
antrei albert where nothing Is long ago the salty press of old San
46 48 50 52 5 8
utah holiday 16 october 1986 44
444648
arrington leonard J and heidi S swinton the hotel salt lakes
arlington
classy lady the hotel utah 1911 1986 salt lake city publishers
press 1986
athearn robert G the mythic west in twentieth century america lawrence
university press of kansas 1986
atkinson max and bonnie atkinson comps history of yellowstone
st anthony idaho stake 1909 to 1986 st anthony idaho st anthony
idaho stake of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1986
austerman wayne R
colorado burnham and the jackass mail old west
22 summer 1986 22 27
backman milton V confirming witnesses of the first vision ensign 16
january 1986 32 37
ball howard justice downwind americas atomic testing program in the
1950s new york oxford university press 1986
barnes
bames F utah canyon country salt lake city utah geographic series 1986
cormons indians and the ghost dance religion of 1890
Mormons
barney garold D mormons
piess of america 1986
pless
lanham md university press

alexander thomas G
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barnouw erik the benson exodus of 1833 mormon converts and the
48
westward movement vermont history 54 summer 1986 133
13318
bartlett brett R mormon mazes bountiful utah horizon publishers 1985
to new religious
beckford james A cult controversies the societal response tonewreligious
movements london tavistock publications 1985
beecher maureen ursenbach women in utah history participants and
preservers salt lake city utah state international womens year
coordinating committee 1986
beeton beverly women vote in the west the woman suffrage movement
1869 1896 new york garland publishing 1986
bennett richard E cousin laman in the wilderness the beginnings of
brigham youngs indian policy nebraska history 67 spring 1986
68 82

bezzant john mark the design of a temple for the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints masters thesis university of utah 1985
bishop M guy to overcome the last enemy early mormon perceptions
of death BYU studies 26 summer 1986 63 79
politics land and apostasy the last days of the san bernardino
Be
mardino
mormon colony 1855 57 pacific historian 30 winter 1986 18 3311
bishop M guy vincent lacey and richard wixon death at mormon
nauvoo 1843 1845 western illinois regional studies 9 fall 1986
70 83
bitton davis the mormon past the search for understanding religious
studies review 11 april 1985 114 20
bjorling joel the seventh day saints A study of sabbatarianism among the
latter day saints restoration 5 january 1986 9 11
britsch R lanier unto the islands of the sea A history odthe
ofthe
of the latter day saints
in the pacific salt lake city deseret book co 1986
bromley david G religious apostasy A bibliography and comparative
history new york garland publishing 1986
bryson conrey winter quarters salt lake city deseret book co 1986
bunker gary L and davis bitton the death of brigham young occasion for
satire utah historical quarterly 54 fall 1986 358 70
bush lester E jr the spalding theory then and now sandy utah mormon
miscellaneous 1984
and seasons independence mo independence
butt newbern 1I index ofttimes
of times andseasons
oftimes
press 1986
cannon brian Q struggle against great odds challenges in utahs marginal
agricultural areas 1926 39 utah historical quarterly 54 fall 1986
308 27

cannon donald Q spokes on the wheel early latter day saint settlements
in hancock county illinois ensign 16 february 1986 62 68
carter thomas
the best of its kind and grade rebuilding the sanpete
valley 1890 1910 utah historical quarterly 54 winter 1986 88 112
cheesman paul R ancient writing on metal plates bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1986
an enduring legacy 9 1986 141 84
christmas reminiscences aw
cole martin ballad of a cannon old west 23 winter 1986 48 52
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personal communities the social and normative bases of
religion phd diss university of minnesota 1986
Brie History of the church of christ of
corrill john A Brief
briefhistory
briehistory
latter day saints 1839
oflatter
reprint bountiful utah restoration research 1986
coughlin anne A unique heathen the sexual dogmatics of theodore
schroeder phd diss fuller theological seminary 1986
cowdery oliver hill cumorah and the golden plates restoration voice 48
july august 1986 5 7
crampton C gregory ghosts of glen canyon history beneath lake powell
st george utah publishers place 1986
cunningham bob rings in arizona A look at frontier conspiracies
journal of the west 25 october 1986 14 20
daniels roger sandra C taylor and harry H L kitano eds japanese
americans from relocation to redress salt lake city university of utah
americansfrom
press 1986
dary david entrepreneurs of the old west new york alfred A knopf
cornwall marie

1986

davis david brion from homicide to slavery studies in american culture
new york oxford university press 1986
decker J smith two more battalion daughters survive pioneer 33 may
june 1986 7
demott bobby J freemasonry in american culture and society lanham md
university press of america 1986
diggs D teddy education for head or hand land grant universities of utah
and wyoming annals of wyoming58
wyoming 58 fall 1986 30 45
III
draper maurice ed restoration studies 111
lii independence mo herald house
1986

dunfey julie
living the principle of plural marriage mormon women
utopia and female sexuality in the nineteenth century feminist studies
10 1984
phillip 1I

523 36

earl
this was nevada reno nevada historical society 1986
cormons
Mormons salt lake city frederick william
eble kenneth eugene among the mormons
reynolds association 1985
monnon history saints herald 123 november
edwards paul M the new mormon
1986

enriquez

12 14
20
1420
edmund C

the golden gospel an illustrated narrative of

the

restoration vol 1 period 1 organization of the church bountiful utah
horizon publishers 1982
chada
flake chadj
chadJ and vaughn P stephenson unknown utah shambip
shambis county
utah holiday 16 december 1986 86 88
forbush harold S egin bench snake river echoes 15 winter 1986
95 96

burg
flood water memories Rex
rexburg
redburg
38 39
freeze lillie T mission accomplished
1986 74 77

snake river echoes

15

summer

1986

gardner brant
1986
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gentry leland H the land question at adam ondi ahman BYU
ZT studies 26
spring 1986 45 56
sies and heroines or the women
Hus
hussies
godfrey audrey M housewives bussies
of johnstons army utah historical quarterly 54 spring 1986
157 78

goldberg robert alan back to the soil the jewish farmers of clarion utah
and their world salt lake city university of utah press 1986
gowans fred R mountain man and grizzly orem utah mountain grizzly
publications 1986
the grasshopper war of 1855 and the provo sugar miracle ensign 16
february 1986 60 61
grattan aiello carolyn new st joseph nevada the muddy mission
experience revisited nevada historical society quarterly 29 spring
1986

31 52

1986

3 5

grover mark L mormonism in brazil religion and dependency in latin
america phd diss indiana university 1985
hallier sara nineteenth century RLDS debate accounts A
bibliography john whitmer historical association newsletter 18 june
hanson hortense

the first hospitals

snake river echoes

15

autumn

55 56
harrison conrad B five thousand concerts A commemorative history odthe
of the
ofthe
utah symphony salt lake city utah symphony society 1986
heath steven H the sacred shout dialogue 19 fall 1986 115 23
comans
Honey hill A womans
honeywill
hendricks cecilia hennel comp and ed lettersfrom
trom honeyhill
letters from
letterstrom
Home steading 1914 1931 boulder colo pruett publishing co
view 0ofhomesteading
homesteading
1986
henstrom richard H education for the eternities provo division of
continuing education brigham young university 1986
hiatt duane E the mormon image part one first impressions this people
7 april 1986 62 677
1986

f

the mormon image part two write and wrong this people 7 may

1986

54 57

monnon image part three your cause Is just but
the mormon

this people

june july 1986 56 58 63 65
hicks michael minding business A note on the mormon creed BYU
studies 26 fall 1986 125 32
hill marvin S dialogue religious periodicals of the united states
academic and scholarly journals edited by charles H lippy new york
greenwood press 1986
the first vision controversy A critique and reconciliation sandy utah
mormon miscellaneous 1986
hill william E the california trail yesterday and today A pictorial
journey along the california trail boulder colo pruett publishing co
7

1986

hodgkinson marian doctor charlotte old west 23 winter 1986 44 47
B mormon
ormon masonry in illinois reviewed by a grand master
hogan mervin BM
salt lake city privately printed 1984
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the united order of joseph smiths times dialogue

huff kent W

79
19

summer 1986 146 49
hughes dean the mormon church A basic history salt lake city deseret
book co 1986
an enduring legacy 9 1986 45 88
immigrant pioneer women aw
jensen richard L by handcart to utah the account ofa
of
ofcC C A christensen
48
nebraska history 64 winter 1985 333
33348
jessee
joseph smiths first vision sandy utah
lessee dean C the early accounts of ofjoseph
mormon miscellaneous 1984
monnon
the writing of joseph smiths history sandy utah mormon
miscellaneous 1985
johnson clark
oark V the missouri redress petitions A reappraisal of mormon
dark
persecutions in missouri BYU studies 26 spring 1986 31 44
mormon
jones garth N the ahladis
monnon
non encounter and perspective
ahmadis of islam A mon
dialogue 19 summer 1986 39 54
jones robert E first wife pioneer 33 november december 1986
18 19

jucksch alcides quern sao os santos dos ultimos
A seita DOS
ultimus dias
mormons
cormons
ad ed sao
Mor mons A luz do evangelho 3d
sho leopoldo brazil editora
editors
Si nodal 1983
juhnke william jr anabaptism and mormonism A study in comparative
history mennonite life 4 december 1985 22 25
koenig george beyond this place there be dragons the routes of the
tragic trek of the death valley 1849ers through nevada death valley
and to southern california glendale calif arthur H clark
mark
dark co 1984
kroll douglas the decline and restoration of mission san diego de
alcala 1821 1931
1931 southern california quarterly 68 winter 1986
315 28

meadows massacre an outlanders view
carroll county historical and genealogical society

lair james the mountain
yville ariz
berryville
Berr
berry
1986

launius roger D an illustrated history of the kirtland temple independence
mo herald publishing house 1986
tempie an historicalnarrative
Historical Narrative independence mo herald
thekirtlandtempleanhistoricalnarrative
tre kirtland temple
the
publishing house 1986
np
ruh eds layton utah historic viewpoints ap
carlsruh
carls
carlsruh dan and eve CarIs
waysville
kaysville layton historical society 1985
league of women voters of utah democracy at work A study of
can print co
utahs election laws and procedures bountiful utah carr
1985

high treason and murder the examination of mormon
prisoners at richmond missouri in november 1838 BYU studies 26

lesueur stephen C
spring 1986

3 30

scarier man than one of them was 1I1I never saw attitudes and
perceptions of missourians
Missour ians during the 1838 mormon war sandy utah
A

mormon miscellaneous 1986
levine albert J from indian trails to jet trails snowflakes centennial
np earl L smith 1986
history ap
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80

BYU

stu
studies
dies

locality histories an enduring legacy 9 1986 273 312
logue larry tabernacles for waiting spirits monogamous and polygamous
offamily
fertility in a mormon town journal of family
famely history 10 spring 1985

of

60 74

lord eleanor and bill lord the house of lord today saints herald

133

may 1986 15 16
lyman edward leo political deliverance the mormon quest for utah
statehood urbana university of illinois press 1986
mccarthy max R the last chance canal co its place in history as
an influence on western water policy salt lake city signature books
1986

mcdonald emily history of holladay ward pioneer 33 november
december 1986 8 9
mangum diane the knights and the trial of joseph smith new era 16 july
1986

14 17

margolis eric western coal mining as a way of life an oral history of the
colorado coal miners to 1914 journal of the west 24 no 3 1985 i ix
1

115

some interesting notes on succession at nauvoo in
1844 restoration 5 january 1986 17 20
may dean L lee L bean and mark H skolnick the stability ratio an
index of community cohesiveness in nineteenth century mormon
towns in generations and change genealogical perspectives in social
history edited by robert M taylor and ralph J crandall macon ga
mercer university press 1986
mealey linda jeanne the relationship between cultural success and
biological success A sociobiological analysis of marriage and fertility
patterns in nineteenth century mormon utah phd diss university of
texas at austin 1984
millerorrinp
33 september october 1986 17
pioneer
miller ordin
orrin P De
deadmanscave
deadmans cave ponr33
admans
miller tom ed arizona the land and the people tucson university of
arizona press 1986
fe
recondite
groups
mineau geraldine P et al evolution differentielle de la fecondite
condite et groupes
sociaux religieux 1exemple de leutah
siccle annales de
leatah au xix siecle
marquardt H michael

demographic hist
historique
orique 1984 219 36
moore R laurence religious outsiders and the making of americans new
york oxford university press 1986
morgan dale L dale morgan on early mormonism correspondence and a
new history salt lake city signature books 1986
great salt lake lincoln university of nebraska press 1986
mormon miscellaneous notecards
Note cards sets 1 3 sandy utah mormon
miscellaneous 1986
murdoch norman H joseph smith the book of mormon and mormonism
A review essay new york history 67 no 2 1986 224 30
mysteries of the ancient americas the new world before columbus
pleasantville
Pleasantville NY readers digest association 1986
newton marjorie A pioneering the gospel in australia ensign 16 october
1986 32 41
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81

numbers ronald L and darrei
barrel
darrel W amundsen caring and curing health and
medicine in the western religious traditions new york macmillan
publishing co 1986

olsen reed

the wagon box prophecy

snake river echoes 15 winter

1986 77 80

ourth florence

memories of nauvoo

saints herald 123 july 1986

20 22
papanikolas helen zeese toil and rage in a new land the greek
immigrants in utah 2d
ad ed rev salt lake city utah historical society
1986

utahs ethnic legacy dialogue

spring 1986 41 48
cormons
phillips andrew mormons
Mormons in essex 1850 1870 essex journal
19

18

winter

56 65
poll richard D the legislative antipolygamy campaign BYU studies 26
fall 1986 107 21
re
reexamining the lorin wooley story salt lake city colliers publishing co
examining
1986
richards stuart H three children of battalion member in northern utah
pioneer 33 january february 1986 11
Fren zeny and tavernier
Tav emier
emler french artists in the american
robbins peggy frenzeny
west old west 23 winter 1986 18 22
robertson donald B encyclopedia of western railroad history the deseret
states arizona nevada new mexico utah caldwell idaho caxton
printers 1986
1983 84

rohde nancy ann sessions environmental images of utahs dixie
1847 1880 masters thesis university of utah 1984
roper roger V the unrivalled perkins addition portrait of a streetcar
subdivision utah historical quarterly 54 winter 1986 31 5 11
rosentreter roger L mackinac county J J strang brief mention of
michigan history 70 may june 1986 8 12
an enduring legacy 9 1986 89 140
sanctuary in mexico aw
seifrit william C letters from paris utah historical quarterly 54 spring
1986

179 202

lapayette
lafayette county
skipwith historical and genealogical society the heritage of oflafayette
mississippi
sippl oxford miss skipwith historical and genealogical society
sippi
Nissis
1986

smith gregory

america at 1830

saints herald 123 september 1986

17 19

the house of the lord saints herald 123 february 1986 5 6
smith lucy mack the smiths at palmyra restoration voice 47 may june
1986

28 31

mormans in utah and the jews in
monnons
soffer
softer amon the settlement process of the mormons
israel comparative social research 9 1986 197 229
stocks hugh grant the book of mormon in english 1870 1920 A
publishing history and analytical bibliography phd diss university of
california at los angeles 1986
tanner jerald the money digging letters A preliminary report salt lake
city utah lighthouse ministry 1984
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82

taylor paul the cotton mission true west 33 june 1986 46 49
thatcher linda the state symbols of
ofutah
utah beehive history 12 1986 8 12
thompson george A lost treasures on the old spanish trail salt lake city

western epics 1986
thompson john E the far west dissenters and the gamblers at
vicksburg an examination of the documentary evidence and historical
context of sidney Rig
dons salt sermon restoration 5 january 1986
rigdons
21 27

thornton russell we shall live again the 1870 and 1890 ghost dance
thomton
movements as demographic revitalization cambridge cambridge

university press 1986
townley john M the pony express guidebook across nevada with the pony
express and overland stage line reno jamison station press 1986
trimble marshall roadside history of arizona missoula mountain press
publishing co 1986
underwood grant early mormon perceptions of contemporary america
1830 1846 BYU studies 26 summer 1986 49 61
re visioning mormon history pacific historical review 55 august
1986 403226
403 26
utah rivers an enduring legacy 9 1986 225 72
valora peter J A historical geography of agriculture in the upper snake
river valley idaho phd diss university of colorado at boulder nd
van wagoner richard S mormon polygamy A history salt lake city
signature books 1986
provo A study of
ofprovo
walden david M protestant and catholic churches of
non LDS christian congregations provo BYU center for family and
community history 1986
webb roy if we had a boat green river explorers adventurers and
runners salt lake city university of utah press 1986
weems dan devereaux the most expensive house in utah true west 33
february 1986 46 50
white 0 kendall jr ideology of the family in nineteenth century
mormonism sociological spectrum 6 1986 289 306
mormonisms
monnonisms
sms conflict
winn kenneth hugh exiles in a land of liberty Mormoni
with american culture 1830 1846 phd diss washington university
1986

winn norma

B

comp

pioneer stories

an enduring legacy

9

1986

313 56

winsberg morton D european immigration to the mountain states
journal of the west 25 january 1986
patternsjournal
1850 1980 changing patterns
103 6

woodfield floyd J comp and ed A history of north ogden beginnings to
1985 north ogden utah north ogden city 1986
photos from our first fifty
woodhouse irene ogden anecdotes stories and photosfrom
years ogden utah ogden kiwanis club and the ogden standard
examiner 1983
wrathall john D morality and criminality in utah county the dry years
1917 33 thegean
thetean may 1986 59 74
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yarrington roger

83

new attention on history

1986

saints herald 123 january

7 10
aw enduring legacy 9 1986 1 4 4
the year 1886 an
yorgason blaine M and brenton G yorgason the eleven dollar surgery
orem utah copley house press 1986
zanjani sally S
Well fair of the indians the
total disregard to the wellfair
tellfair

14

longstreet bradfute controversy at moapa
moaba reservation
historical society quarterly 29 winter 1986 241 53

nevada

inspirational
abbott D wayne and kathryn smoot caldwell caught in the middle salt
lake city randall book 1986
gulde for mom anddad
guide
and dad salt lake city
allred G hugh teenager A survival guideformom
andrad
bookcraft 1986
backman robert L be master of yourself salt lake city deseret book co
1986
ballard M russell choose to serve fireside and devotional speeches
1985 86 5 january 1986 51 56
ballif jae R in search of truth and love salt lake city bookcraft 1986
barlow brent A twelve traps in todays marriage and how to avoid them
salt lake city deseret book co 1986
barlow philip A eda
thoughtful faith essays on beliefby
edathoughtful
Belief by mormon scholars
Centerville
centerville utah cannon press 1986
benson ezra taft the constitution A heavenly banner salt lake city
deseret book co 1986
to young men of the priesthood salt lake city church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 1986
to the young women of the church salt lake city church of jesus christ
of latter day saints 1986
benson ezra taft et al love salt lake city deseret book co 1986
19866
book ofmormon
of mormon devotional edition independence mo herald house 198
brewster hoyt W jr moments that matter salt lake city bookcraft 1986

brinley douglas E toward a celestial marriage salt lake city bookcraft
1986

Carlfred one flesh one heart putting celestial love into your
broderick earlfred
carlfred
halt
temple marriage hait
sait
salt lake city deseret book co 1986
burton theodore M love and marriage fireside and devotional speeches
1985
i985 86 3 june 1986 153 58
butler eliot A A love affair with learning provo religious education
brigham young university 1986
canfield anita A woman for all seasons salt lake city bookcraft 1986
cannon elaine baptized and confirmed your lifeline to heaven salt lake
city deseret book co 1986
christensen dean the right to riches sandy utah privately printed 1986
croft D james the worst job in the church sunstone 10 no 11 1986
11
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studies

crowther jean D what do I1 do now mom bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1986
cuthbert derek A the nature of needs fireside and devotional speeches
1985 86 18 february 1986 80 86
up prom
day afton coming upfrom
from down in the dumps salt lake city bookcraft
1986

didier charles where there Is no vision the people perish fireside and
devotional speeches 1985 86 11 february 1986 75 79
dunn paul H variable clouds occasional rain with a promise of sunshine
salt lake city bookcraft 1986
durrant george D tom trails A new beginning salt lake city bookcraft
1986

dyer william G and phillip R kunz effective mormon families how they
see themselves salt lake city deseret book co 1986
england eugene why the church Is as true as the gospel salt lake city
bookcraft 1986
songs tor
ergo jack and peter judd eds songsfor
for camps and reunions independence
mo worship commission reorganized church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1986
eyre linda and richard eyre teaching children charity A program to help
preteens
andpreteens
teens and
Pre teens forget themselves salt lake city deseret book co
1986

eyring henry B child of promise fireside and devotional speeches
1985 86 4 may 1986 122 29
featherstone vaughn J hold up your light salt lake city bookcraft
1986

fellowship in a determination that Is fixed immovable and unchangeable
dac 88133 provo brigham young university 1986
hafen bruce C the believing heart four essays on faith salt lake city
bookcraft 1986
harman lecture provo
the waning of belonging third annual hannan
utah division of continuing education brigham young university
1986

hales robert D the prince of peace peace 1I give unto you fireside and
devotional speeches 1985 86 1 june 1986 145 52
halverson sandy preparingfor
preparing fot
tot baptism bountiful utah horizon publishers
for
1983

hanks marion D follow the king fireside and devotional speeches
1985 86 11 march 1986 101 7
198586
harrison grant von seeing with an eye of faith woods cross utah
publishers book sales 1985
hart reed L lets talk its good for the soul salt lake city hawkes
publishing 1985
hill norman C comp when the road gets rough salt lake city bookcraft
1986

hinckley gordon B the wonderful thing that Is you and the wonderful good
you can do salt lake city church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1986
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85

holland jeffrey R oh lord keep my rudder true fireside and devotional
speeches 1985 86 21 january 1986 60 66
fireside and
holland patricia T becoming meek and lowly in heart
devotional speeches 1985 86 21 january 1986 57 59
johnson ann play it where the sun shines rogue river oreg springs
printery 1985
kimball spencer W

co

la fe precede al milagro

salt lake city deseret book

1972

kinard J spencer A time
tor reflection from the spoken word salt lake city
for
timeforreflectionfrom
deseret book co 1986
king arthur henry the abundance of the heart salt lake city bookcraft
1986

komatsu adney Y keep his commandments fireside and devotional
speeches 1985 86 2 february 1986 67 74
lee george P A return to full belief in god fireside and devotional
speeches 1985 86 13 may 1986 130 36
linford marilynne todd Is anyone out there building mothers selt
self
seit esteem
salt lake city deseret book co 1986
lythgoe dennis L the sensitive leader salt lake city deseret book co
1986

mackay kris in loving hands salt lake city bookcraft 1985
mower richard king overcoming depression salt lake city deseret book

co

1986
pace glenn L the elusive balance
1985 86 25 march 1986 108 12

fireside and devotional speeches

packer boyd K A christmas parable salt lake city bookcraft 1986
peterson H burke A glimpse of glory salt lake city bookcraft 1986
priesthood in action aaronic priesthood storiesfrom
stories from the new era salt lake

city new era 1986
random sampler helpful hintsfor
hints for
living prom
tor latter day livingfrom
from the ensign salt lake
city deseret book co 1986
any
reeve rex C sr the lords strange act fireside anddevotional
and devotional speeches
1985 86 25 february 1986 87 93
richards franklin D our talents A choice gift of god fireside and
1985 86 5 august 1986 180 84
devotional speeches 198586
riddle chauncey D crown jewels and royal purple fireside and
devotional speeches 1985 86 3 july 1986 164 711
roach michael L ed from maintenance to outreach independence mo
herald house 1986
scoresby A lynn foundations for a happier marriage salt lake city
deseret book co 1986
seasons of a spiritual life salt lake city bookcraft 1986
sill sterling W law of the harvest bountiful utah horizon publishers 1980
meditations on death and life bountiful utah horizon publishers
1983

our world of wonder bountiful utah horizon publishers 1986
simpson robert L we thank thee 0 god for a prophet fireside and
devotional speeches 1985 86 24 june 1986
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86

mothering salt lake city bookcraft
grandmothering
smith barbara B growth in Grand
1986

taylor michael lorin paralyzed you will never walk again salt lake city
hawkes publishing 1985
thomas A david there are no dragons out there the miracle of
you and what you can become salt lake city olympus publishing

co 1986

townsend janice

A

promise once given independence mo herald house

1985

wells charlene this peoples christmas stories 86 this people 7
december 1986 january 1987 52 59
wells robert E the christ focused beatitudes fireside and devotional

speeches 1985 86 20 may 1986 137144
1374
weyland jack if talent were pizza you d be a supreme jack weyland talks

to youth salt lake city deseret book 1986
woman to woman selected talks from the BYU womens conferences salt
lake city deseret book co 1986
gulde
guide
gul
jor
guidefor
woods ron youre in control A Gui
for latter day saint youth salt lake
defor
city deseret book co 1986
yale alfred H my friend paul independence mo herald house 1986
young women values A gul
gulde
guide
Gui
guidefor
tor leaders of young women salt lake city
denor
for
defor
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1986

correction in the 1984 mormon bibliography BYU studies 25 spring
1985 79 john daniel monnetts
Mon netts the mormon church and its private
bonnetts
school system in utah the emergence of the academies was listed as a
phd dissertation from harvard it was in fact a phd dissertation from the
university of utah
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